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How much to clean?

Because we do not know foregrounds in advance, deweighting offers a subjective 
trade between uncertainty (removing signal) and bias (having residual foreground). 
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The least upper bound of the autopower may require 
different cleaning than the optimal crosspower.

Best crosspower

Removing 
foreground 
variance

Removing 
signal
variance

What’s the real autopower?

Switzer, Masui et al. 2013
Masui, Switzer et al. 2013



Sandwiching
Cross-power gives a lower bound on the true power spectrum (r < 1)
Auto-power can be interpreted as an upper bound (admitting residual foreground variance)
Sandwich the true power spectrum between these two bounds (Bayesian)

Switzer, Masui et al. 2013
GBT tomographic data

Based on 
auto-power errors 
alone, what is the 
best achievable 
upper limit?

Implies residual 
foreground are not 
much larger than 
thermal noise.



Line amplitudes and cross correlation
Covariance between a galaxy survey map and an intensity map: 

Do we care more about Cl
�� delta or about α, the amplitude of line brightness?

If the power spectrum, this has cosmic variance:

If only the amplitude, this depends on the number of modes, density contrast and instrument noise 
(neglecting shot noise in the galaxy survey for simplicity)

Consider new cross-correlation survey strategies
Also see Wolz+ 2017: galaxy populations in correlated shot noise

Switzer 2017



Foregrounds as seen by the instrument

Slice at 0.51 < z < 0.52 for CII at 1245 GHz. Typical brightness ~kJy/sr.

Implies need to control instrument at the 10-3 or 10-4 level, even for cross-correlations.



Foregrounds as seen by the instrument

Switzer 2017

10-3 gain variations

0.5% beam characterization

Adding instrumental effects:



Foregrounds as seen by the instrument
Spectra are measured in many different ways, across: pointings, baselines, etc.
Find the ν-ν’ covariance across these samples, and diagonalize. This may say more 
about the instrument than about foreground astrophysics.

Mode 0: average synchrotron
Mode 1: chromatic beam
Mode 2: spectral pattern of pol -> T leakage
Mode 3: mix?

Switzer et al. 2015

Several bright modes
Foreground dominate!

Eigenvalue spectrum of 
subseason map differences 
probes noise.

Ideally: step through each mode of 
instrumental response to foregrounds 
and work to reduce it in the hardware.



Signal loss in empirical foreground cleaning

Foreground deweighting also deweights some signal. 

A deweighting model may include information from the real data to account for 
instrument response or anything not known apriori. Modes of the deweighting 
model may then contain (correlate with) the signal in the map.

Need to simulate signal loss end-to-end: add simulations to the actual data, clean 
that combination, then assess the fraction of signal lost. 

Clean(real + sim) x sim / (sim x sim)

Clean(sim) x sim / (sim x sim)
This neglects the correlation of the deweighting modes with the specific signal in 
the map (which does not appear in simulations).

Masui & Switzer 2013, Switzer & Masui 2013
Switzer et al. 2015



Signal loss in empirical foreground cleaning

Signal loss can be a major factor! 

GBT (roughly) estimated 25 spectral contamination modes from data with 75 
angular resolution elements: ~1/3 of signal is used up. Only 10% lost due to 
“direct” dot product of deweighting modes into signal. A cross-power transfer 
function neglecting this effect would be wrong by a factor of 4 (auto 16).

Need:
Number of foreground or instrumental DOF estimated from the data << 
Number of signal DOF

Examples that use many DOF: estimating spectra (Nν), or maps (Npix) that 
represent unwanted covariance in the data.

Watch for upcoming work by Carina Cheng & PAPER group!

Masui & Switzer 2013, Switzer & Masui 2013
Switzer et al. 2015



Spatially correlated continua

Cross-correlation with galaxy redshift 
survey:
Unambiguous detection of 
SED(ν,z), not line brightness.

Galaxies emit both dust and 
synchrotron that correlates with 
density in galaxy surveys 
(Serra+ 2014). 

Many approaches are available to 
clean the Milky Way, but need a way 
to characterize residual correlated 
continuum emission.

Milky way continuum spectrum is 
slightly different from extragalactic 
continuum.

Cross multiple frequencies with fixed redshift.

Switzer 2017



Conclusions

The auto-power has deep challenges.

A lower bound from the cross-power and upper bound from the auto-power have 
unique, optimum values. These sandwich the true spectrum.

The line amplitude can be determined without cosmic variance in 
cross-correlation, suggesting new survey strategies.

Bright foregrounds imply stringent instrument requirements.

While a foreground model can use the data to discover instrumental response, this 
needs to considered in end-to-end simulations.

Spatially correlated continua complicate cross-correlations.


